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Author's response to reviews:

Dear Editor,

I read all reviewers opinion very carefully and made improvements in my article which are described below:

- In table 2, I put explanation of p “p - p value” in the bottom of table
- In table 3, I use instead of p “p - value”
- In table 5, I improve not clear symbol with “#=standard regression coefficient” and I put explanation of p “p - p value” in the bottom of table
- I put all tables in line order from 1 to 8. In article are 8 tables and not 9.
- Article was in lectureship, the evidence of lecturing was in attachment of cover letter.
- I organize article according instructions for authors, http://www.human-resources-health.com/authors/instructions.

I hope that this will satisfy journal criteria and you will publish my article.

Thank you very much.

Best wishes,

Brigita Skela Savić